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Strategies of Anaphora Resolution· 

The major points of this paper are : 

a. The detlnition of binding in terms of coindexation (or identity of variables) should 
he replaced by a detlnition based on the traditional logical-syntax concept of 
binding. Apart for conceptual reasons. the coindexation view faces empirical 
problems and disables stating binding generalizations. 

b. The traditional distinction between binding and coreference should be modified to 
distinguish bet ween binding and covaluation. Covaluation is available regardless 
of the referential status of the antecedent. and shows up also in quantified 
contexts. as shown in Heim (1993) . 

c. Covaluation is not governed by considerations of the computational system but by 
an interface strategy in the spirit proposed in Reinhart (1983) . However, although 
this still requires reference-set computation. there is reason to believe, contrary to 
my previous view, that this strategy is not an instance of economy. as developed 
in recent syntactic theory. 

1. Two procedures of anaphora resolution 

Pronouns are commonly viewed as variables . Thus, (I b) corresponds to (2a), where the 
predicate contains a free variabIe. This means that until the pronoun is assigned a value. 
the predicate is an open property (does not form a set). There are two distinct procedures 
for pronoun resolution : billdillg and (what I will label) cOl'aluatioll. In the tlrst. we close 
the property: A common technical implementation is th at the variabIe gets bound by the 
À-operator. as in (2b) . Here. the predicate denotes the set of individuals who think that 
they have got the Hu. and the sentence asserts th at Lili is in this set. 

* I would like to thank Danny Fox and Yoad Winter for comments and discussion. 
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( I) a . Lucie didn 't show up today. 
b. Lili thinks she 's got the flu . 

(2) a. Lili (X.x (x thinks z has got the flu» 
b. Binding: Lili (X.x (x thinks x has got the flu» 
c . Covaluation: Lili (X.x (x thinks z has got the flu) & z :: Lucie» 

In the second, the free variabie is assigned a value, say, from the discourse storage.1 

Suppose (I b) is utlered in the context of (I a). We have stored an entry for Lucie, and 
when the pronoun she is encountered, it can be assigned this value. In theory neutral 
terms, I will represent this assignment as in (2c), where Lucie is a discourse entry, and 
the pronoun is covalued with this entry. (The pronoun can also be covalued with the 
entry Lili, yielding an interpretation equivalent to (2b).) 

Let us turn now to the way this basic distinction is captured in the theory of anaphora. 

1.1 The current picture 

The logical concept of binding is trivial: variables are bound by operators. However, in 
the linguistic theory of anaphora, it turned out useful to talk about the relation between 
arguments (pronouns and their antecedents), since this enabled the formulation of 
syntactic conditions on binding, like condition B. The definition of binding assumed 
since Chomsky (1981) is (3): 

(3) Definitiol1 of binding: 
a binds 13 iff a and 13 are coindexed, and a c-commands 13. 

The logical and the syntactic use of the notion 'binding' are, thus, substantially different. 
Logical binding is arelation between operators and variables, and not between argu
ments, but syntactic binding is arelation bet ween variables (indices), i.e. between 
arguments. In the binding construal of (I b), on the syntactic view, Lili is said to bind 
she. Technically, then, in the syntactic representation (2b) , where indices are replaced 
with bound variables, one occurrence of the variabie x binds the other (which is a 
meaningless description if one uses the logical concept of binding). 

I believe that the idea of capturing binding with restrictions on syntactic coindexation, 
or identity of variables, has led to several stubborn problems in the theory of anaphora.2 

One set of problems it creates, is in the area of defining the syntactic restrictions on 
binding. I will only illustrate this briefly here. 

11' binding is arelation between indices, or variables, it is not trivial to distinguish (4a) 
from (4b) (a 'strong-cross-over' configuration). 

I An assumption standard since the eighties is th at while processing sentences in context, we build 
an inventory of discourse entities, which can serve further as antecedents of anaphoric expressions 
(McCawley 1979, Prince 1981 , Heim 1982). 
2 For further - conceptual - problems see Ristad (1992). 
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(4) a. Who; e; said we should invite him;? 
b. *Who; did he; say we should invite ei? 
c. who (Àx (x said we should invite x» 

Both the pronoun and the wh-trace stand for variables . In (4a) both can be (Iogically) 
bound by the same operator, yielding a representation like (4c) . But in (4b) they cannot, 
although the relations of the two variable-arguments appear identical. To filter (4b) out, 
it was necessary to assume a syntactic restriction, known as condition C of the binding 
theory, which disallows the coindexation in (4b) (hence the interpretation (4c) for it) . But 
how could thi s condition distinguish (4a) and (4b), given that in both we have coindexed 
variables? The assumption (since Chomsky (1981) has been that they differ syntactically : 
wh-traces were defined as R-expressions (the same type as referential DPs), while 
pronouns as 'pronouns.' (condition C prohibits R-expressions from being bound by 
another argument, in the sense of binding in (3) .) 

However, Reinhart and Reuland (1993) argue that by all syntactic criteria, pronouns 
and wh-traces pattern alike: They occur in argument position, get full case specification, 
and pattern the same in other anaphora and chain contexts. Though I cannot enter the 
details here . the reflexivity frameworks provides evidence for. and rests crucially on the 
shared typology of pronouns and wh-traces as +R (full argument specification, unlike 
NP-traces and anaphors). If true. the condition C solution to the problem in (4) is not 
feasible, and the problem remains unsolved. under the present view of binding. No 
satisfactory alternative account has been offered for the strong cross-over problem. In 
Grodzinsky and Reinhart (1993). it is treated on a par with weak cross-over, thus leaving 
unexplained why strong cross-over is so much worse than weak cross-over. The same 
holds for categorial-grammar accounts such as Jacobson (forthcoming) . 

Next (and more relevant for the present discussion), problems arise in interpreting the 
indexing system. The source of the problem is that. in facto binding and covaluation are 
both defined in terms of identity of indices. or variables. The only difference. in the 
syntactic framework. is in the structural configuration: binding is coindexation under 
c-command. For this reason. it is actually impossible to state. within this framework, the 
full range of the distinction between binding and covaluation, or between the two 
procedures of anaphora resolution that we observed . Let us see this with some detail. 

Given the two procedures above. the term 'antecedent' is ambiguous (as widely 
observed): Ir Uli is identified as the antecedent of the pronoun in (I b), the sentence has 
two anaphora construais . Since Lili is also in the discourse storage, (I b) can have. along 
with (2b) , the covaluation construal (Sa). 

(I) b. Lili thinks she's got the flu. 

(2) b. Binding: 
Lili (ÀX (x thinks x has got the flu» 

(5) a. Covaluation: 
Lili (Àx (x thinks z has got the flu) & z =Uli» 

b. Lili thinks she has got the flu, and Max does too. 
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Though (2b) and (Sa) are equivalent, it was discovered in the seventies (since Keenan 
1971) that certain contexts show that there is a real ambiguity here. E.g . assuming th at 
she is Lili, the elliptic second conjunct of (Sb) can mean either that Max thinks th at Lili 
has got the ftu (the 'strict' reading), or that Max himself has got it (the 'sloppy' reading). 
The first is obtained if the elided predicate is construed as in (Sa), and the second - if 
it is the predicate of (2b) . Another weil known disambiguator is only, as in (6a) . 

(6) a. Only Lucie respects her husband . 
b. binding: Only Lucie (hx (x respects x 's husband» 
c. Covaluation: Only Lucie (hx (x respects her husband) & her = Lucie) 

(6b) entails th at unlike Lucie, other women do not respect their husbands; (6c) entails 
th at other women do not respect Lucie's husband. The two construals are, thus, truth
conditionally distinct. 

At earl ier stages, a standard assumption, which I shared, was that the distinction at 
issue is bet ween binding and coreference, i.e. that covaluation is possible only when the 
antecedent is a referential NP. However, Heim (1993) points out that precisely the same 
ambiguity illustrated in (6), can be found also when the antecedent is not referential, as 
in (7) . 

(7) a. Every wife thinks th at only she respects her husband. 
b. Every wife (hx (x thinks that [only x respects x's husband])) 
c. Every wife j thinks that only she j respects her j husband . 

(7a) can be construed as entailing either th at every wife thinks that other wives do not 
respect their husbands, or that every wife thinks other wives do not respect her husband. 

The most immediate question is wh at gives rise to the ambiguity of (7a) . Since 
coreference is irrelevant, we are left with the syntactic coindexation in (7c), which is 
defined (by (3» as binding, since she is coindexed with, and c-commands her. Coindex
ation is just the identity of variables, and (7b), thus, is the representation where the 
indices are translated into such identical variables. Of course, one could skip the 
syntactic coindexation (7c), and derive (7b) directly~ by letting the top operator bind all 
free pronouns . ~ The problem remains exactly the same: Looking at the single binding 
representation - (7b) - th at our system associates with (7a), the fact th at (7a) is 
ambiguous is a mystery. 

It seems clear lhal lhe ambiguity in (6) and (7) should be relaled somehow. BUL while 
coreference could provide another represenlalion for (7), there is nothing in our present 
theoretical machinery that can provide further distinctions between identical variables. 

Heim concludes that the present coindexation system is insufficient. She introduces a 

1 Syntactic coindexation is just a technical device, with no psychological reality. It was never 
actually necessary for anaphoric binding (as opposed to movement) . It was assumed only in order 
to capture uniform patterns of movement and anaphora. That identical results can be captured by 
direct translation of unindexed pronouns as variabie bound by À-operators was argued e.g. in 
Reinhart (1983) p. 159-160. 
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distinction between two index-types ('inner' and 'outer'). As she points out, the intuition 
behind her indexation system is similar to that which led Higginbotham (e .g. 1983) to 
replace indices with a theory of linking (represented by arrows). Fox (1995b) offers the 
most explicit formulation of this intuition, which is not dependent on index-types (and 
is also the closest to what I propose below). 

However, the basic view of binding remains, in these frameworks , the same as in (3): 
Binding is arelation between arguments (variables). Hence, the syntactic problems, 
exemplified here with strong cross over, remain untouched. Indeed, these authors assume 
the standard condition C. with its arbitrary distinction between pronouns and wh-traces. 
Other complications stemming from this view will be mentioned in section 4. 

My first goal is to explore further the intuition that, I believe, underlies these 
proposals , and to relate it to the actual procedures of anaphora resolution we started with . 
This should enable addressing also the syntactic problems mentioned above (e.g. 
eliminating condition C), as weil as problems of ellipsis we turn to in section 4 . 

As our starting point , we need a more explicit detinition of the distinction between 
binding and covaluation . 

1.2 Whal is binding? 

Rather than examining coindexation, or identity of variables, let us look at the problem 
posed by (7) from the perspective of the resolution of pronouns that we started with . Let 
us start with the embedded clause of (7), given in (8a). 

(8) a. . .. only she (Ày(y respects her husband» 
h. Open VP proper!.\': ... only she (Ày(y respects x 's hushand» 
c. C/vsed VP: .. . only she (Ày(y respects y's husband» 

The VP in (8a) contains a free variabIe (her). As before, we have precisely two options 
when encountering a free variabIe: Either do nothing at this local stage, namely leave the 
VP as an open property, with a free variabIe, awaiting a value, as in (8b) (which is just 
a different notation for (8a», or bind the variabIe and close the set, yielding (8c). Here, 
the VP denotes the set of female entities each respecting her husband . In (8a,b), then, 
there are two free variabIe left (she and her), in (8c) - just one (she). 

Now we move to the higher c1ause of (7) . Again we have the same two options: 
leaving the variables free, awaiting a value from the discourse storage, or c10sing the top 
VP. Suppose we opt for the second, and bind all variables which are still free at this 
stage to the top operator (h). We then obtain the two representations in (9). 

(7) Every wife thinks that only she respects her husband. 

(9) a. Every wife (Àx (x thinks that [only x (Ày(y respects x's husband»))) 
b. Every wife (h (x thinks that [only x (ÀY(y respects y's husband))))) 

The sets denoted by the lower À-predicates remain different. 11' we take out only, this 
dit'ference would not be noticed, since the two representations would end up equivalent. 
But with onlv we get different results if for every value of x, x thinks that only x 
belongs to the set of people respecting x 's husband (9a), or that only x belongs to the set 
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of people respecting their own husband (9b) . (9a), thus, entails that every wife thinks th at 
other wives do not respect her husband, while (9b) entails that every wife thinks th at 
other wives do not respect their husbands - the distinction we wanted to capture. 

As mentioned, from the perspective of syntactic binding (as defined in (3», the 
relation of she and her in (9a) is the binding relation . (9a) is just the translation of the 
coindexation in the syntactic representation (7c), repeated in (10), into identical variables. 

(10) Every wife j thinks that only she j respects her j husband . 

However, the reading obtained in (9a) corresponds to the covaluation reading of (6) 
(On/y Lucie respects her husband) , and not to the bound reading. It is (9b) that corre
sponds to the bound reading of (6). (This will get c1earer as we proceed.) 

To capture the binding in (9b), we need to return to the logical concept of binding. 
Binding is just the procedure of c10sing a property. Under the widely assumed technical 
implementation I use here, this is obtained by binding a free variabie to a À operator. But 
other implementations are certainly conceivable. A similar view of binding as c10sing a 
property has been developed, in a variable-free framework, by Jacobson (forthcoming) 
(her G-function) . 

However, for stating binding restrictions, it is still convenient to be able to talk about 
relations of Dps, traditionally described as the relation of a pronoun and its antecedent. 
Let us look, then, at the relation of she and her in (9b). The she variabie (on/y x) is the 
argument of a À-predicate whose operator (Ày) binds the her variabie (y). This is the 
relation which I argue is relevant for the binding theory. To avoid confusion with just the 
standard logical binding it is based on, let us call this relation A(rgument)-binding, 
defined in (11). Note that also the term A-binding is used here differently than in the 
syntactic binding theory, which is based on the definition of binding in (3).4 

(11) A-Binding (/ogica/-syntax based definition): 
a A-binds 13 iff a is the sister of a À-predicate whose operator binds 13. 

I use the term sister here, rather than argument, to leave open the interpretation of 
À-predication . (In the generalized -quantifiers framework, which I assume, in a formula 
DP (Àx (P( x))) , the DP denotes a set of sets, and thus, although it is the syntactic 
argument of the predicate, it is not semantically an argument.) 

In relating syntactic derivations to logical syntax representations with À operators, I 
follow the standard assumption that subjects are obligatorily (syntactic) arguments of a 
À-predicate. (This is a standard interpretation of the EPP - the predicate is formed by 
the raising of the subject from its YP-SPEC position) A sentence like He likes Lucie, 

4 In that framework (following Chomsky 1981), 0: A-binds ~ iff 0: binds (coindexed with and c
commands) ~ and 0: is in an argument position. E.g. in the LF (ib) the trace A-binds the pronoun 
by the syntactic definition, while by (11), el'ery hoy does, if the pronoun is construed as in (ic). 
(i) a. Every boy loves his mother 

b. Every bOYi [ti loves his i mother] 
c. Every boy (ÀX x loves x's mother) 
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then, corresponds to the representation He (Àx (x likes Lucie)). Ot her DP's may become 
arguments of such À-predicates by movemenl. 

If a. A-binds 13, by (11), this entails that a. c-commands 13, at the given representation 
(since it is a sister of a node containing 13). C-command is relevant for the syntactic 
conditions under which À-predicates can be formed (compositionality), but has no 
independent role in defining binding . 

By way of a summary, let us check how this definition works in the examples (8) and 
(9), repeated. 

(8) a. .. .only she (Ày(y respects her husband)) 
b. .. .only she (Ày(y respects x 's husband» 
c. . .. only she (ÀY(y respects y's husband)) 

(9) Every wife thinks th at only she respects her husband. 
a. Every wife (Àx (x thinks that [only x (Ày(y respects x's husband»)))) 
b. Every wife (Àx (x thinks that [only x (ÀY(y respects y's husband»)))) 

In (8a) she is a sister of a À-predicate. 11' her is bound by the À-operator, as in (8c), she 
A-binds her, under (11). Similarly, in (9b) she A-binds her. In both (9a) and (9b) every 
wife A-binds she. (9a) and (9b) ditTer in th at in (9a) her is A-bound by every wife, while 
in (9b), her is A-bound by she. Given (11), then, the binding relations in (9) are distinct, 
as desired . 

1.3 Covaluation 

We may check now the relations of she and her in (9a). Neither A-binds the other. 
Rather, they are both A-bound by every wife ('cobound', in the notation of Heim, 1993). 
But if we want to talk about their relation to each other, the correct description is that 
she and her are covalued, i.e . assigncd the same value, which is here the bound 
variabIe x. 

Given the definition of A-binding (11), then, covaluation can be trivially defined, as 
in (12). 

(12) Covaluation: 
a. and 13 are covalued iff neither A-binds the other and they are assigned the same 
value. 

The distinction between binding and covaluation holds, thus , regardless of the referential 
status of the relevant expressions. Binding is the logical relation - arelation between 
an operator and variables. Covaluation is arelation bet ween arguments - variables, or 
the indices of discourse entities. A-binding is just the notation introduced to describe the 
relation of antecedents and pronouns when logical binding holds. 

With this, then, we capture the fact that it is the same ambiguity in (9) and in (6), 
which was our point of departure . For (12), the anaphora relation in (86) or (9a) is 
precisely the same as that in (6c), where the pronoun is not A-bound by Lucie, but is 
assigned the same (discourse) value as Lucie . 
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(6) a . Only Lucie respects her husband. 
b. binding: Only Lucie (Àx (x respects x 's husband» 
c . Covaluation: Only Lucie (Àx (x respects her husband) & her = Lucie) 

What distinguishes the so-called referential anaphora from quantified anaphora is, thus, 
not the option of covaluation, which is available for both, but the fact that referential 
NPs form a discourse entity that the pronoun can directly be covalued with, while in the 
case of quantified NPs, covaluation is only possible between a pronoun and a variabie. 
Compare the anaphora options in (9), to those in (13). 

(13) Lucie thinks th at (only) she respects her husband. 
Binding: 

a. Lucie (Àx (x thinks that (only) x (Ày(y respects y's husband»))) 
Covaluation: 

b. Lucie (Àx (x thinks that (only) x (Ày(y respects x's husband»))) 
c. Lucie (Àx (x thinks th at (only) x (Ày(y respects her husband)))) & her =Lucie 

In (13). if the pronoun her is not bound, it has two possible covaluation construais. In 
the first , the pronoun is covalued with the variabie x, yielding the bound covaluation in 
(13b), precisely as in the case of (9a). But in the second, the pronoun is covalued with 
Ll/cie, as in (13c) . This option is, obviously. not available in the quantified case of (9), 
since every wife does not have a discourse value that the pronoun can pick up . Of course, 
the two covaluation representations in (13) are equivalent. By logical syntax, if a 
pronoun is covalued with the argument (sister) of a À-predicate. it is also covalued with 
the variables bound by the À-operator. But the fact that referential NPs all ow also the 
construal in (13c) explains why the 'strict' reading is available in ellipsis sentences like 
(5) (Lili thinks she has got the jlu. and Max does toa), and not in the parallel cases with 
a quantified antecedent. 

2. Anaphora Restrietions 

2.1 Restrietions on binding 

Under the present view of binding, we ex peet it to be sensitive to the standard laws of 
the relations of operators and variables in logical syntax. Specifically, only free variables 
can be bound by a given operator. 

This can be illustrated with the strong-crossover case of (14). 

(14) a. Who did he say we should invite t? 
b. who (Àx (he said we should invite x» 
bi . who (Àx (he (Ày (y said we should invite x»» 
c. Binding: *who (Àx (he (Àx (x said we should invite x»))) 

Given the definition of A-binding in (11). no special anaphora condition is required to 
explain why there can be no A-binding relation between the pronoun and the wh-trace 
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in (14) . The trace is bound by the wh-operator. so it cannot be A-bound again by the 
pronoun: Let us assume that the logical syntax representation for the moved wh in (14a) 
is (14b) (though it does not matter if another question operator is assumed there. rather 
than the À-operator.) (14b') is the full representation including also the YP À-predicate. 
The same will hold throughout tor examples numbered with '. In (14b'), Ày cannot bind 
x. since x is bound. Saying th at the pronoun A-binds the trace amounts 10 assuming 
some nonsensical logical representation Iike (14c), where the same variabie is bound by 
two operators . (This does not exclude yet an aIternative anaphora construal for (14a), to 
which I return directly.) 

As far as binding goes, then. the present definilion eliminates the need 10 assume a 
special syntactic restriction. like condition C. Recall (from section 1.1) that for a 
syntactic restriction to apply here. wh-traces had 10 be defined arbitrarily as 
R-expressions distinct from pronouns . On the present view. wh at distinguishes them from 
pronouns is just the fact that they are bound al ready. As we shall see directly. the fact 
that binding is disallowed in (14c) (by logic) will enable the covaluation rule to rule out 
any alternative anaphora construal for this derivation. with no appeal to any special 
properties of the expressions involved. 

Apart from logic, binding also obeys a condition specitic to the Computational System 
- condition B (or the chain condition). In Max touched hilll. logic does not exclude the 
binding construal Max (,lx (x touched x)), but it is excluded by the CS condition B. 

2.2 RestrictiollS on covaluation 

A question which has been debated is whether there are also syntactic conditions on 
covaluation . So far. I assumed th at covaluation is a free procedure, that can be used 
everywhere (subject only to discourse conditions). But, in fact, there are weil known 
cases wherc covaluation is excluded. 

Note. first. th at the logical restrietion on binding does not take us very far in filtering 
out anaphora in the strong crossover case of (14), repeated. 

(14) a. Who did he say we should invite t? 
c. Binding: *who (Àx (he (h (x said we should invite x))) 

(15) Covaluatiol1 (he =x): 
a. #who (h (x said we should invite x» 
a'. #who (Àx (x (Ày (y said we should invite x» 

While the binding construal in (14c) is excluded. nothing so far prevents binding he to 
Àx (i.e. A-binding he to who). as in (15a). In (15a), he and the wh-trace end up covalued, 
both bound by the same operation . The problem is that (14a) does not allow this 
covaluation construal. 

Precisely the same problem arises in (16a): 

(16) a. She said we should invite Lucie. 
h. She (Àx (x said we should invite Lucie» 
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c. Covaluation: #She (Àx (x said we should invite Lucie & she = Lucie» 

With QR: 
d. Lucie (Ày (she said we should invite y)) 
d'. Lucie (Ày (she (Àx (x said we should invite y)))) 
e . binding: *Lucie (Àx (she Àx (x said we should invite x)))) 

Covaluation: 
f. #Lucie (Àx (x said we should invite x» 
g . #Lucie (Àx (she said we should invite x & she = Lucie)) 

Here as weil, nothing needs to be stipulated to explain why no A-binding relations are 
possible between Lucie and she in (16b): Lucie is not the type of object that can be 
bound by the À-operator whose sister is she (since it is not a free variabIe) . For com
pleteness, let us check whether Lucie could A-bind the pronoun here . This would require, 
first, th at Lucie undergoes covert movement, forming the À-predicate in (16d). Let us 
assume th at QR is permitted here, i.e. that (16d) is one of the derivations for (16a). In 
(I6d), the variable-trace of Lucie is bound, just as in (14), so it cannot be A-bound by 
the pronoun . (Binding would yield here some illicit representation like (I6e).) 

But so far nothing blocks a covaluation interpretation for (16a). This could be obtained 
most naturally with no QR, as in (16c), and the equivalent covaIuation construals with 
QR are also available, as in (16f,g). The problem is, again, that in practice, the pronoun 
cannot be construed this way. 

How the wrong covaluation interpretations of (16a) are blocked has been a subject of 
debate . In the seventies (when this was viewed as a coreference problem), it was 
assumed that there is a special syntactic restriction doing the job (Langacker (1966), 
Lasnik (1976)). Reinhart (1976) formulated it as the requirement that a pronoun cannot 
corefer with a full NP it c-commands, which became known as condition C of Chomsky 
(1981) .5 . 

Recall that under the present definition of A-binding, condition C is not needed to 
exclude A-binding, which is independently ruled out by considerations of logical syntax . 
The question is whether it should be assumed as a condition on covaluation. 

The problem is not restricted to condition C environments, but shows equally in 
condition B contexts. Condition B, or Chain, exclude e.g. the binding construal Max (Àx(x 
saw x) tor Max saw him. But the question is what rules out the covaluation construal of 
such simple sentences (Max saw him & lIim = Max). Again, this covaluation problem 
shows up equally in quantification contexts . In (17a), condition B or Chain prohibit the 
A-binding of him by he. So (17b) is excluded. However, Heim (1993) points out that in 

~ Condition C states th at an R-expression (i.e . any NP which is not a free variabIe) cannot be 
bound. This may seem supertluous if binding is defïned as in (11), since, as we saw, binding is 
excluded here anyway, by logical syntax. However, as mentioned above, binding is used 
differently in that framework: being bound is defïned as being coindexed with a c-commanding 
NP. When one NP c-commands the other, covaluation is an instanee of syntactic binding. 
Condition C, th us, correctly blocks the wrong construals of (8) and (10). 
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semantic terms, it is still possible to ubtain anaphora in (17a) without violating principle 
B, as in (17c) , where Everyone A-binds both pronouns, so he is covalued with him, but 
does not A-bind it, as can be witnessed in the fuller representation in (l7c '). (This 
recapitulates a problem noted by Higginbotham (1983), under a different notation .) 

(17) a. Everyone thinks th at he can hear him sing in the bathroom. 
b. *Everyone (Àx (x thinks that x (Ày (y can hear y sing in the bathroom)))) 
c. Everyone (h (x thinks th at x can hear x sing in the bathroom»» 
c'. Everyone (Àx (x thinks th at x (Ày (y can hear x sing in the bathroom»))) 1 

If covaluation is governed by syntactic constraints. we need to modify condition B, so 
that it excludes both binding and covaluation. We end up then, with two conditions on 
covaluation: condition C, and half of condition B. 

We should note that, under the present assumptions, it is possible at least to unify 
these two conditions. I suggested two changes in the view of CUITent binding theory, that 
are needed independently of the questions of the restrictions on covaluation : First binding 
is defined in traditional logical terms, and. consequently, the distinction between binding 
and covaluation is indifferent to the referential status of the antecedent. These enabled us 
to see that condition C is only needed for covaluation (since binding is anyway impossi
bIe in condition C contexts. on standard logical grounds). Condition C can be now 
modified. such that it also handles the covaluation residue of condition B. 

Note, first, that both conditions C and B apply only when one of the OPs c-command 
the other. (This was built into the definition of syntactic binding in (3).) In our terms, the 
relevant syntactic configuration is not directly determined by c-command, but rather by 
the question whether one of the OPs is in a configuration enabling it to A-bind the other, 
namely whether it is an argument (sister) of a À-predicate containing the other. In all 
instanees of blocked covaluation discussed ahove, which are summarized in (18a-c), one 
of the Bold faced OP's is in a configuration to A-bind the other. When neither OP is in 
a configuration to A-bind the ot her, as in (18d), there are no sentence-Ievel restrietions 
on covaluation (as entailed hy the classical binding theory). 

(18) 
a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 
f. 
g. 

Strong crossover ( /4b '): 
who (Àx (he (Ày (y said we should invite x)))) 
COllditioll C (/6b): 
She (h (x said we should invite Lucie» 
Conditioll B: 
Max (Àx(x saw him» 
No restrietions on covaillation: 
The woman next to him (Àx (x touched Max» 
COI'alllarioll permitted ill a cOlljigurGtioll of A-billding: 
Lili thinks she has got the Hu, and Max does too. (See (Sh).) 
Only Lucie respects her husband. (See (6).) 
Every wife thinks that only she respects her husband. (See (7) .) 

It appears, then, that the generalization is that whenever A-binding is possible, covaluat
ion is blocked (clause a of (19) below). However, given our discussion so far, this 
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generalization is too strong. We saw that there are cases where both A-binding and 
covaluation are permitted. These are illustrated again in (18e-g) . Although one of the 
bold-faced OPs can bind the other, a covaluation construal is also possible. The 
difference available so far between (l8a-c) and (l8e-g) is that although in both, one OP 
is in a configuration to A-bind the other in the first, binding is excluded. Let us. then, 
state this generalization in (19) . 

(19) Modified condition C( ovaluation) 
a cannot be covalued with 13 if 

a. a is in a configuration to A-bind 13. and 
b. a cannot A-bind 13. 

If correct, the generalization captured in (19) is that when the CS disallows binding, it 
also disallows covaluation, and it does not matter if binding is blocked by logical syntax 
(as in the cases of the old condition C), or by binding restrictions specitlc to natural 
language (condition B). 

In fact. the empirical coverage of (19) is not just identical to that of the original 
conditions C and B on covaluation. It is also sufficient to capture some anaphora puzzles 
th at cannot be captured by the original binding theory and condition C (the Oahl-cases), 
to which I return in section 4. But we may note that. if true. (19) has some curious 
properties. E.g. why should the covaluation option be dependent at all on the option of 
A-binding? Let us, first , pay more attention to the status of (19). 

3. The interface strategy governing covaluation (rule I) 

3. 1. The empirical problem with (19) is the same as with its predecessors C and B: There 
are systematic contexts in which it can be violated. Reinhart (1983) argued that this is 
possible whenever covaluation is not equivalent to binding. 

(20) a. [Who is the man with the grey hat? -] He is Ralph Smith. 
b. The patient does not remember who he is t. 
c. Only he (himself) still thinks that Max is a genius. 

In (20a.b), it is not easy to imagine a construalof the truth conditions, which will not 
include covaluation of the pronoun with the NP or the trace. But this covaluation violates 
condition C. In both cases, however, the covaluation reading is c1early distinct from the 
bound: What is attributed of the pronoun in (20a,b) is not the property of self identity 
(Àx(x is x), which is what would be obtained by binding. Similarly, believing oneself to 
be a genius may be true of many people, but what (20c) attributes only to Max, is 
believing Max to be a genius. (The facts and their interpretation are discussed in 
Reinhart (1983). Grodzinsky and Reinhart (1993), and, at greater depth, in Heim (1993). 
So I will not e1aborate on them here.) 

The same empirical problems surface with the condition B aspects of (19). In the 
Heim type examples. we may compare (17) to (21 a). The later permits anaphora, in 
violation of condition B. or the modified condition C. But it has only the covaluation 
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interpretation in (21 b). (The sentence will be false if. say, Max thinks that someone ot her 
than him may have heard him sing in the bathroom.) 

(21) a. Everyone thinks th at only he can hear him sing in the bathroom. 
b. Everyone (X-x (x thinks that [only x (X-y (y can hear x sing in the bathroom])))) 

Other examples are given in (22). If the modified condition Crules out covaluation in all 
contexts of condition B, this would be right for (22a), but not for (22b,c).6 

(22) a. The suspect saw him (& him = the suspect) 
b. The suspect claims th at he was in the opera at the time of the murder. But if 

it is true, only he (himselt) saw him there. 
c. You are you and she is she . Don't loose your ego! 

An alternative view of the restrictions on covaluation was proposed in Reinhart (1983). 
Stated in tenns of current syntactic theory, the view was th at covaluation is not directly 
governed by a condition of the computational system, but by an interface strategy that 
takes into account the options open for the computational system in generating the given 
derivation . This general line, I still wish to defend here, though the specific view I took 
there regarding what this strategy is about, may have been mistaken. I assumed that it 
feil under familiar economy: The structural generalization is that covaluation is blocked 
only under c-command, which is the mirror image of where variabie binding is always 
allowed. If we assume that variabie binding is the more economical way to capture 
anaphora, it would follow that avoiding it, when the structure pennits it with a different 
selection from the numeration, is uneconomical. It could only be justified when the 
covaluation interpretation is distinct from th at of binding, so there is a reason to avoid 
binding. That variabie binding is more economical is possibly defendable, in terms of 
semantic processing. Compare the two interpretations of (23). 

(23) Max loves his mother 
a. Max (h (x loves x's mot her)) 
b. Max (h (x loves z's mother) & (z = Max)) 

In (a), where the pronoun is bound, the YP fonns a set, and we just have to check 
whether Max is in it. In (23b), the pronoun remains a free variabie. The YP remains an 
open property, and it has to be held open until the pronoun is assigned a value. Only 
when this happens, assessment can take place. If it turns out that the intended value is, 

ó As noted in Reinhart (1983), covaluation where principle B blocks binding is much harder to 
find than covaluation in condition C environments. E.g. in both (ia) and (ib), the intended construal 
of the VP predicate is as in (ii) . Still, (ib) is harder than (ia) . 
(i) a. At the end, only Max voted for Max 

b. At the end, only Max voted for him (& hilll = 111) 

(ii) Only Max (ÀX (x voted for Max» 

The reason suggested there is that (ia) is a more explicit way to express the predicate in (i i). (iib) 
requires the further task of identifying the value of the pronoun. 
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anyway, Max, then it is not obvious why we had to go through assignment at all. The 
economy requirement would be, then, "get rid of free variables - i.e. close open 
properties - as soon as possible". This view of the economy requirement is developed, 
under a different terminology, in Fox (I995b). 

If this reasoning is correct, then the relevant covaluation strategy can be stated as in (24). 

(24) Covaluation strategy (tentative). 
a and 13 cannot be covalued if 

a. a is in a configuration to A-bind 13, and 
b. The covaluation interpretation is indistinguishable from what would be 

obtained if a A-binds 13. 
(24) is identical in spirit to the generalization proposed in Reinhart (1983), but c1ause a 
reIkcts the changes introduced in this paper regarding what binding is. 

However, as plausible as this seems, it is not c1ear to me that the human processor is 
indeed sensitive to thi s type of economy considerations. The problem with this line has 
always been that, in practice, (23) equally allows both construals of anaphora, as wit
nessed in the ellipsis context (25a). (The predicate in the second conjunct can be construed as 
either that of (23a), or of (23b), which can only be obtained if (23) allows both.) 

(25) a. Max likes his mother and Felix does too. 
b. He likes Max's mother, and Felix does too . (he . .. Max) 

Although ellipsis contexts enable the two construals to be distinct, they crucially do not 
license covaluation in and of themselves. In (25b), the fact that we want to use the 

predicate (Àx (x likes Max 's mother) in the elided conjunct, does not enable covaluation 
of Max and he in the first. More generally, evaluating whether the bound reading is 
distinct from the covaluation reading can be based only on information in the derivation 
itself (perhaps relative to its previous context), but not on considerations of how it would 
effect upcoming discourse. (In this sense, this type of economy remains locaI, as in other 
instances of economy. See Fox (1995a) for an extensive discussion of this point, in the 
case of QR in ellipsis structures.) 

As stated, (24) will, thus, disable the relevant strict (or 'coreference') interpretation of 
(25a) . We may note that the problem is restricted to YP-ellipsis contexts. In the other 
contexts, summarized in ( 18f-g) (Iike Only Lucie respects her husband), the readings 
obtained by binding and covaluation are distinct locally, so c1ause (b) of (24) allows 
covaluation. Fox (I995b) argues that the answer to the problem in (25a) should follow 
from the theory of ellipsis as PF deletion, and not from the restriction on covaluation. In 
his approach, the first conjunct in (25a) excludes, indeed, covaluation. However, the 
relevant strict reading of the second conjunct is still generated, given the way the identity 
requirements on deletion are defined. At the present, however, this result can be derived 
only by adding stipulations. I conclude, for now, that this economy view has not been, 
af ter all, precisely on the right track. 

As mentioned, the intuition behind (24) has been that covaluation is excluded 
whenever an equivalent binding is possible. The alternative view which emerges is that 
it is the other way around : covaluation is excluded whenever an equivalent binding is 
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impossible (in a configuration allowing it in principle.) In fact, this was built into the 
formulation of the covaluation ruIe I in Grodzinsky and Reinhart (1993, footnote 13), but 
the account was highly stipulative. Given the analysis in section 2, it is possible now to 
state the covaluation generalization in (26), which just adds a c1ause (c) to the covaluat
ion generalization proposed in (19) as the modified condition C. For the sake of 
continuity, I will continue to refer to the interface strategy (26) as 'rule 1' .7 

(26) Rule I (-an interface rule) 
a and ~ cannot be covalued in a derivation D, if 

a. a is in a configuration to A-bind ~, and 
b. a cannot A-bind ~ in D, and 
c. The covaluation interpretation is indistinguishable from what would be 

obtained if a A-binds ~. 

11' there is a broader strategy behind (26), it seems to be that if a certain interpretation is 
blocked by the computational system, you would not sneak in precisely the same 
interpretation for the given derivation, by using machinery available for the systems of 

7 Rule I. of Grodzinsky and Reinhart (1993) is given below, with (."(}\'ulued replacing CIIrefer in 
the original formulation . 

(i) NP A cannot be covalued with NP 8 if A could not be bound by 8, and replacing A at LF 
with a variabIe bound by the trace of 8, yields an indistinguishable interpretation. (G&R 1993, 
footnote 13). 

Independently of the question whether it is economy which explains rule I, this formulation had 
another problem, which is now addressed. 

(i) sti Il assumes the syntactic delïnition of binding: a binds 13 iff a and 13 are coindexed, and 
a c-commands 13. (Hence, binding obtains between the trace of the À-argument and another 
variable). Under this formulation , rule 1 could not, in fact, rule out cases of strong crossover, such 
as (ii) (which were treated there on a par with weak crossover, as in (iii». 

(ii) a. Who did he say that we should invite t? 
b. who (ÀX (x said that we should invite x) 

(iii) Who did his mother spoil t? 

Recall th at in th at system there is no condition C. So nothing can rule out independently 
coindexation of he and the trace in (iia) . The fïrst condition of (i), thus, is not met in (ii), hence 
rule 1 does not apply here . The interpretation (iib) was ruled out by the translation defïnitions, that 
entailed that a pronoun is a bound variabIe iff its binder is in an argument position (A-binder, 
under the previous defïnition of binding) (G&R, (15c». This equally disallows binding of the 
pronoun in (iia) and (iii). The striking dilTerence in acceptability of weak and strong crossover 
violations was lost in that system. 

Under the present defïnition, for lil! to bind the trace means th at the trace should be bound by 
the YP À-operator whose sister is he, which is impossible, since the trace is already bound. So (ii) 
is subject to rule I. and the special status of strong crossover is restored. 

Note, again , that this is independent of the issue of economy. Replacing the defïnition of 
binding would give the right results here also under the economy view of rule I. 
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use. h is easy to see why such a strategy could be useful at the interface. The problem 
for users of linguistic derivations is how to minimize the set of possible interpretations 
of a given PF. The more options there are, the more mysterious is the fact th at speakers 
manage to understand each other. In the specitic case of anaphora resolution, the 
problem is how to restrict the set of potential antecedents for a given pronoun (i.e. the 
set of potential values) . If the computational system provides a restriction of th at set, it 
is not cooperative for users to overrule that, even if they have the machinery to do so. 

I wilileavc open here the question whether there is a broader strategy behind (26), and 
assume it as aspecific strategy for anaphora resolution. In any case, answering this 
question requires gelling fully explicit about what type of limitations of the CS cannot 
be bypassed at the interface. There may be various kinds of legitimate interface 
procedures employed to enrich expressive power,x as weil as optional steps in the 
derivation which enable certain discourse uses . If a broader strategy exists here, it only 
restricts bypassing an actual prohibition, i.e. it rules out a derivation only if it (or a 
member in its reference set) involves a violation of principles of the CS, as, in our case, 
condition 8, or logical syntax prohibition against binding a variabie doubly. Technically, 
what limits (26) to apply just in these cases is its c1ause (a). This is needed to exclude 
sentences like (27) from the scope of (26). 

(27) a. Max's mother loves him (he = Max). 
His mother loves Max (he = Max). b. 

c. The lady next 10 him kissed Max (he = Max) . 

Neither Max nor the pronoun are in a configuration to bind the other in (27). Hence, (a) 
of (26) does not hold, and no further aspects of rule I need to be checked. This means 
th at covaluation is free in such structures, as far as rule I is concerned.\I 

x Ariel Cohen pointed out that presupposition accommodation may be an example for such procedure. 
Y In the contexts of (27) binding is impossible (e.g . *His mo/her loves everyone). This is attributed 
to a 'weak crossover' generalization, which (as before) does not follow from anything discussed 
in this paper. Without clause (a), it may seem th at clause (b) of rule I would rule out the 
covaluation eonstrual in (27). 

In the long run, clause (a) may be found just a reflex of a more semantie property: When a 
variabIe is A-bound by a l:-commanding argument, this always reduees the number of open 
properties. A-binding by a non-c-commanding antecedent (which is created by QR) is vacuous, in 
the sense that it does not reduce open properties . To see this, let us compare (i) and (ii). 
(i) a. He loves his mot her 

b. Lr x [yr Ày (y loves z's mother) III 
c. Lr x [vp Ày (y loves y's mot her) III 

In the lP of (ib), there are two open properties: The lower YP, and the lP itself, which both 
contain a free variabie. Ir we bind the free variabie z, as in (ie), the YP can be closed (i.e . form 
a set), and we are left with just one property open - the lP. 
(ii) a. Hi s mother loves him. 

b. Lr x's mother [yr Ày (y loves z) llJ 
c. Lr x (Àz (z's mot her [vr Ày (y loves z) III 
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3.2 . Under either of the fonnulations of the covaluation strategy «26) or (24», if we get 
precise about the way it applies, it must involve reference-set computation: Computing 
clause (c) requires constructing a reference-set, which includes the current derivation 
under the covaluation interpretation and another member with the binding interpretation. 
If the two members are equivalent, the covaluation interpretation is blocked. (For (24), 
this is so because covaluation is less economical; for (26) - because it enables 
bypassing a prohibition of the CS .) Let us specify the procedure of constructing the 
reference-set for (26) as in (26'). 

(26') To check clause (c) of (26) construct a comparison-representation by replacing (3, 
with a variabie A-bound by a . 

Let us now check in more detail how rule I works in assessing whether covaluation 
should be pennitted in a given derivation. In (23), repeated, the derivation 0 that we are 
considering is (23b), where the pronoun remained a free variabie. The question is 
whether his (z) can be covalued with Max. Since Max is in a configuration to bind his 
(i.e (a) of (26) holds), the next clauses of rule I must be considered. 

(23) Max loves his mother 
a. Max (Àx (x loves x's mother» 
b. Max (Àx (x loves z's mother) & (z = Max» 

However, (b) of (26) does not hold here. Since the pronoun is a free variabie, in the 
scope of the À-operator, further application of binding to the given derivation would have 
enabled it to be bound (- the same operation that applied in (23a». Hence, assessing is 
completed, and (c) of (26) need not be checked . 

Next, consider the 'strong cross over' case of (14), repeated in (28) . The derivation on 
which anaphora assessment is computed is (28b). The question is whether he could be 
covalued with x, which would lead to the interpretation in (28c) . (I assume th at who can 
A-bind he here, but if we choose to do that, we obtain a covaluation of he and x, which 
needs to be checked.) 

(28) a. 
b. 

Who did he say we should invite t? 
who (Àx (he said we should invite x» 

Covaluation: 

In (i ia), there are two open properties, as before. But if we A-bind z to x, or x to z (technically 
obtainable by QR), we get (iic), which has precisely the same number of open properties: The VP 
is still open, and so is the lP. 

So, possibly, rule I can be stated to disallow covaluation of a and ~ if a cannot A-bind ~ non
vacuously, and covaluation is nevertheless equivalent to non-vacuous binding . Since no equivalent 
non-vacuous binding exists here, c1ause enever has to be cheeked in sueh (weak crossover) 
struetures, i.e. covaluation is always allowed. 

On this view, it may turn out that the generalization behind the weak-crossover restriction is 
something like 'avoid vacuous binding' . 
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c. who (À-x (x said we should invite x» 
c'. who (À-x (x (À-z (z said we should invite x»» 
d. Binding- comparison: 

who (À-x (x (À-z (z said we should invite z»» 
(c) H (d), hence he "j; x; (c) ruled out. 

he is in a configuration to A-bind x, so we turn to c1ause (b) of rule I. Here, as we saw, 
no further operation on the derivation (28b) could allow he to A-bind x, since x is 
A-bound already by who. We are now considering the covaluation derivation in (28c), 
fully specified in (28c'» . To decide whether this is a possible construal, we have to 
check, c1ause (c) of rule I, namely, check whether the result of covaluation is distinguish
able from what we would have obtained by binding. This requires, first, constructing the 
comparison-representation which would have been derived if binding was not excluded 
here. The procedure for constructing this binding-comparison, is (26'), repeated: 

(26') To check c1ause (c) of (26) construct a comparison-representation by replacing 
13, with a variabie A-bound by a. 

In (28c') the c-commanding x (he) is a of rule I, and the lower x (the trace) is 13. (For 
convenience. the 13 element is printed in bold-face in the examples below.) The binding 
comparison is obtained by replacing the trace x with a variabie A-bound by he, as in 
(28d). Next, we check whether the two representations are semantically distinguishable. 
We find th at they are equivalent. So, the verdict of rule I is that he cannot be construed 
as x, i.e. (28c) is not an appropriate interpretation of (28b). 

As we saw, the same reasoning is involved in (16), repeated in (29). 

(29) a. She said we should invite Lucie. 
b. She (À-x (x said we should invite Lucie» 
c. cova/uation: 

She (À-x (x said we should invite Lucie) & (she = Lucie» 
d. binding-comparison: 

She (À-x (x said we should invite x) & (she = Lucie» 
(c) H (d), hence site "j; Lucie. «d) ruled out). 

In (29b) - the derivation we are considering - she is in a configuration to A-bind 
Lucie (i.e. site is a and Lucie is 13, of rule I in (26» . We need to decide whether the 
covaluation in (29c) is a possible construal. site cannot A-bind Lucie (since Lucie is not 
a free variabie) . Hence c1ause (c) must he checked. To check c1ause (c), a comparison
representation should he constructed by replacing 13 (Lucie) with a variabie A-bound by 
a. This is done in (29d). Since the binding in (29d) is equivalent to the covaluation in 
(29c), the later is ruled out. In (16d-g), we checked, for complete ne ss, the option th at 
Lucie undergoes QR. I will return to this option shortly, in section 3.3. 

In (30a), Max is in a configuration to A-bind him. Binding is excluded by condition 
B, and no further operation could change th at. We are considering the covaluation 
interpretation of the derivation, in (30b), which requires checking c1ause (c). 
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(30) a. Max admires him. 
b. Covaluation: Max (Àx (x admires him) & (him = Max» 
c. Binding-comparison: Max (Àx (x admires x» 

The binding comparison is (30c), which is the interpretation the sentence would have 
received, had binding been permitted . Since (30c) is equivalent to (30b), (30b) is 
excluded. The same holds when two bound pronouns are covalued, as in (17), repeated 
in (31) . 

(31) a. Everyone thinks th at he can hear him sing in the bathroom. 

Covaluation: 
b. Everyone (h (x thinks that x can hear x sing in the bathroom» 
b'. Everyone (Àx (x thinks th at x (Ày (y can hear x sing in the bathroom)))) 
c. Binding comparison: 

Everyone (h (x thinks th at x (Ày (y can hear y sing in the bathroom)))) 

In the derivation (31 b) both pronouns are A-bound by everyone. Thus they end up 
covalued, though neither A-binds the other. «31 b) is more fully spelled out in (31 b '), 
where it is obvious that there is no binding.) One occurrence of x is in a configuration 
to A-bind the other, and condition B prohibits binding, so this covaluation needs 
checking with c1ause (c) of rule I. The binding comparison is obtained by replacing the 
bold-face variabie with a variabie A-bound by x. Since (31 b) is equivalent to the binding 
comparison in (31 c). the derivation is filtered out. 1O 

In (28)-(31) covaluation is ruled out by clause (c) of rule I, since it is indistinguish
able from illegitimate A-binding. But we saw some examples where the two were 
distinct, like (20c), repeated in (32) . 

(32) a. Only he (himself) still thinks that Max is a genius. 
b. Covaluation: Only he (Ày (y thinks Max is a genius) & (he =Max» 
c. Binding comparison: Only he (Ày (y thinks y is a genius) & (he =Max» 
(c) is not equivalent to (b), hence (b) is allowed. 

As before, the covaluation construal in (32b) is subject to rule I, since he is in a 
configuration to A-bind Max (or its trace, if QR applies), and A-binding is excluded. The 
binding comparison (32c) is, as before, the interpretation the derivation would have had, 
if binding was permitted. However, (32c) is not equivalent to (32b): The properties 

lIJ Technically, this specific derivation is also ruled out because the lower x is bound, and cannot 
be bound again. This result always obtains when two bound variables are covalued under 
c-command. Thus, rule I happens to rule out (ib) as a possible anaphora construal of (ia) . 

(i) a. Everyone/Max said that he loves his mother. 
b. Everyone/Max (X.x (x said th at x (X.z (z loves x's mother»» 
c. Everyone/Max (h (x said that x (X.z (z loves z's mother»» 

The difference between (ia) and (31 a) is that (ia) still allows the bound anaphora construal in (ic), 
which in (31 a) will be ruled out by condition B. 
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attributed only to he are different, hence the representations have different truth 
conditions . «b) could be true if everyone considers himself a genius, as long as no one 
but Max considers Max a genius. (c) will be false in this situation .) Clause (c) of rule I 
blocks covaluation only if it is indistinguishable from binding. Hence it does not block 
it here, and (32b) is allowed. The same reasoning applies in (20), repeated in (33) . 

(33) a. He is Ralph. 
b. covaluation: He (Àx (x is Ralph) & (he = Ralph» 
c. binding cOl1lparison: He (Àx (x is x) & (he = Ralph» 
(c) is not equivalent to (b), hence (b) is allowed . 

(33b) and (33c) are not equivalent, the second being a tautology. Hence (33b) is allowed. 
In these examples, the representations are distinguishable since their truth conditions are 
distinct. In other cases. they may be distinguishable because only one of the properties, 
but not the other is relevant to previous context. (For discussion, see Reinhart (1983) and 
Heim (1993).) 

3.3. Sentences like (16), repeated, which were traditionally governed by condition C, 
deserve further attention . We have ruled out already the covaluation in (16c) (in the 
discussion of (23» . However, as mentioned, it is necessary to check also their derivation 
with QR, as in (16d). since covaluation in sentences with this PF should be blocked 
under any derivation. Although the discussion may seem tedious, if just this problem is 
concerned, it is, in fact, necessary also for more substantial problems I return to in 
section 4. 

(16) a. She said we should invite Lucie. 
b . She (Àx (x said we should invite Lucie» 
c . Covaluation: #She (Àx (x said we should invite Lucie» & (she = Lucie) 

With QR: 
d . Lucie (Ày (she said we should invite y» 
d'. Lucie (Ày (she (h (x said we should invite y»))) 
e. binding: *Lucie (Àx (she (Àx (x said we should invite x»))) 

Covaluation: 
f. #Lucie (Àx (x said we should invite x» 
g. #Lucie (Àx (she said we should invite x & she = Lucie» 
g/. #Lucie (Àx (she (Àz (z said we should invite x» & she = Lucie» 

(34) binding-comparison: Lucie (h (x (Àz (z said we should invite z)))) 

With this derivation, there are two covaluation construals that need to be ruled out: 
(I6f,g). (Recall, from the discussion of (13), th at although these construals are equiva
lent , it is necessary to assume that a pronoun can also be covalued directly with the 
argument (sister) of the À-predicate, for the contexts of ellipsis.) (160 is straight forward: 
she is covalued here with the variabie x, which it cannot A-bind (since x is bound 
already). This is, then, the standard strong-over configuration . Since the result is 
equivalent to the binding-comparison (34), covaluation is ruled out. The question, 
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however, is how (16g) is ruled out. At tlrst glance, the covaluation rule faces a problem 
here: Technically, she is not covalued with the variabie x, but with LlIcie. Hence, IX and 
f3 of this rule must be LlIcie and she . Since LlIcie is in a configuration to A-bind site, 
c1ause (b) of rule I requires checking if Lucie can A-bind she in this derivation. If it can, 
then covaluation will be wrongly permitted. Note that this problem is not related to the 
interface aspects of rule I (27), but it arises in the same way for the modified condition 
C (19). The question for both is whether Lucie can A-bind she here. 

We assumed two circumstances where binding is excluded: when prohibited by logical 
syntax, or by condition B. Neither of these prevent Lucie from A-binding she in (16g). 
However, if binding applies, we obtain the representation (16f), where site ends up 
covalued with x. This covaluation is illicit, as we saw al ready. So, in fact. Lucie cannot 
A-bind she here, since no licit interpretation can be obtained for this derivation, if it 
does. Admittedly, the reasoning involved here is somewhat complex: considering whether 
a given pronoun can be bound by a given À-operator (or its sister) requires considering 
the effect this would have on the rest of the derivation within that À-predicate. However, 
in terms of semantic processing, this does not amount to reopening c10sed constituents: 
The computation is done within a predicate which is still open (The top À-predicate 
contains the free variabie she, and the lower contains the variabie x, which is free in that 
predicate, as can be checked in the fuller representation (16g').) 

In the case of (16d), the whole issue could be possibly dismissed, if we assume that 
QR cannot apply arbitrarily in a given derivation, where it has no effect on the interface, 
as in the case of (16d) (Chomsky (1995». However, the same would surface in other 
derivations where it is obvious that movement has applied, as in (35). 

(35) a. #Lucie, she insisted we should invite e (& she =Lucie) . 
b. #She insisted that we should invite Lucie, last week, and not Lili (& site 

=LlIcie). 

In (35a), topicalization applies overtly. In the elliptic conjunction (35b), QR of Lucie 
must apply for the conjunction to be interpretable. The computation of covaluation would 
work here precisely as illustrated in (16d). Of course, one could always resort to various 
formulations of reconstruction in such cases. (On such lines, the covaluation rule checks 
the relations of she and the copy of Lucie left in situ, and the derivation is ruled out just 
as (16).) But in the next section we will see an instance of the same form of computa
tion, where no move ment has applied at all." 

)) As 1 mentioned, the discussion in this section (3.3) is independent of whether we assume the 
interface rule I, or the modified condition C (19). The two would differ only in cases where 
covaluation and binding yield distinct interpretations. One such instance is the difference between 
(i) and (ii). 

(i) Max, only he (himself) can stand e. & (he = Max) 

(ii) #Only Max (himself), he can stand e. & (he = Ma.>:) 

The modified condition Crules (ii) out successfully: As in (16), or (35a), Max cannot bind he 

here, (since this leads to illicit covaluation of he and the trace). But it would rule out (i), in 
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4. Further problems of covaluation 

Ellipsis contexts provide an anaphora problem which has regained much attention lately, 
most notably in Fiengo and May (1994) and Fox (I 995b). 

(36) Max said th at he likes his paper, and Lucie did too. 

Taking all pronouns in the first conjunct to be anaphoric to Max, the second allows three 
construais. Two of those are the familiar ones: the 'strict' reading, where both pronouns 
are covalued with Max, and then Lucie too said that Max likes Max's paper, and the 
bound or 'sloppy' reading (under which Lucie said that Lucie likes Lucie's paper). Apart 
from these, there are two logical options, only one of which can in practice be realized. 
Since judging the construaJs requires some processing, it may be easier to view them in 
their non-elided form below. (The presence of toa requires usually the same sort of 
parallelism as required for ellipsis.) 

(37) Max said that he likes his paper, and Lucie too said that she likes his paper. 

(38) #Max said that he likes his paper, and Lucie too said that he Iikes her paper. 

(37) poses no problem, but (38) is funny, (as long as the destressing and intonation 
pattern required by toa is kept) . In any case, (36) can be construed as in (37), but not as 
in (38). For the construal (37) to be generated, the first conjunct must be analyzed as in 
(39a). The predicates in the two conjuncts are, then , identical (with Lucie as the 
argument in the second conjunct, (39b». 

(36) a. Max said th at he likes his paper 
b. and Lucie did too. 

(39) a. Max (Àx (x said that x likes his paper) & (his = Max» 
b. and Lucie (Àx (x said that x Iikes his paper) & (his = Max» 

(40) a. Max (Àx (x said th at he likes x's paper) & (he = Max» 
b. and Lucie (h (x said that he likes x's paper) & (he = Max» 

precisely the same way. For rule I, (i) is permitted for the same reason as in previous examples 
with only. In (iii), if Max binds he, we get the covaluation (iii-b). The sets denoted by the lower 
À-predicate in (iii-b) and its binding comparison (iii-c) are different. Hence, we get different 
interpretations if only x belongs to these sets. 

(iii) a. Max (Àx (only he (Ày (y can stand x» & he = Max» 
b. Max (h (only x (Ày (y can stand x»» 
c. Max (h (only x (Ày (y can stand y»» 

(iv) a. Only Max (Àx (he (Ày (y can stand x) & he = Mux») 
b. Only Max (Àx (x (Ày (y can stand x»» 
c. Only Max (Àx (x (Ày (y can stand y»» 

In (ii), only occurs with the top argument - (ii) asserts that only Max is in the h set. In this 
case, the sets denoted by the Àx-predicate are identical in (iv-b) and the binding comparison (iv-c), 
i.e. (iv-b) and (iv-c) are equivalent. Hence covaluation is disallowed. 
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Similarly, to generate the construal (38), the predicate must be construed as in (40) . 
Since (38) is an impossible construal (of 36), this means that something went wrong in 
(40a). The problem is, then, why (40a) is blocked as an anaphora construalof (36a), 
while (39a) is permitted . 

When anaphora is viewed as a sequence of coindexation of arguments, this is a serious 
puzzle, since from that perspective, there is only one representation of anaphora for 
(36a). (This is, apparently, what initiated the study of this problem originally.) But given 
the analysis here, (40a) turns out an instance of strong-crossover. It is ruled out in the 
same way as the derivations just discussed in section 3.3. 

In the derivation (40a), the lower pronoun, his, got bound to the top ÀX operator, but 
the higher he was left as a free variabie . When Max is encountered, the question is 
whether this free pronoun can now be covalued with Max. The fuller representation of 
(40a) is given in (4Ia) . Since Max is in a configuration to A-bind he, Rule I (or the 
modified condition C) has to check first whether Max can A-bind thi s pronoun . 

(41) a. 
b. 
c. 

Max (Àx (x said that he (Ày (y likes ,,'s paper» & he = Max» 
Max (Àx (x said that x (Ày (y likes x's paper)))) 
Max (Àx (x said th at x (Ày (y likes y's paper»» 

The reasoning proceeds as in (16d) of section 3.3. In principle, Max could A-bind the 
pronoun . But then covaluation is obtained between he and x, as in (41 b). This covaluat
ion is illic it: he cannot A-bind his, since his is already bound. In this case, it is not 
move ment that created the binding of his, but an optional step taken in the derivation, 
namely, the choice to bind it. Nevertheless, his is a bound variabie, and cannot be 
A-bound again by he. In other words, if the derivation has started as in (4Ia), no licit 
operation could apply to derive (4Ic) from (4Ia). Since (4Ic) and (4Ib) are equivalent, 
(4Ib) is ru led out. Hence, in fact, Max cannot A-bind he and covaluation is ruled out. 

In the derivation (39a), by contrast, clause (b) of rule I does not hold, (Both Max and 
the variabie x can A-bind his .) So nothing blocks covaluation. The fuller representation 
of (39a) is given in (42a). In this derivation, the lower pronoun his remained free, while 
the top one is bound. Since his is a free variabie it can be A-bound hy any c-command
ing NP. If Max A-binds his, covaluation is obtained also between x and his . But this 
covaluation is permissible, since x could A-bind his, as in (42b). 

(42) a. Max (Àx (x said that x (Ày (y likes his paper & his = Max)))) 
b. Max (Àx (x said that x (Ày (y likes y's paper)))) 

(43) Max likes his paper & (his = Max). 

The situation in (42a) is, thus, analogous to the covaluation construalof (43). As we saw 
in section 3.2, covaluation is always permitted in such derivations, precisely because 
binding is not excluded. 

Thus, rule I (or the modified condition C in (19» allows the covaluation derivation 
(39a) for (36a), but excludes (40a). Probably, the reason why the correlation between 
(40b) and cross-over configurations could not be formulated in previous approaches is 
that this configuration is created here by a choice of a particular non-obligatory step in 
the derivation. The difference between (36a) and the other instances of strong cross-over 
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is that for (36a) it was possible to take different steps in the earlier derivation that would 
have allowed covaluation (as in (39a», while in the standard cross-over cases, once the 
selection from the numeration was made, there is no way to derive a configuration 
allowing covaluation. 

In a way of summary, we may observe th at anaphora in sentences like (36) may be 
obtained under several construais, two of which are ruled out by rule I (as weil as by the 
modified condilion C. for such examples): 

(44) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 

Max said that he likes his paper 
Max (À.X (x said th at x (~z (z likes z's paper»))) 
Max (À.X (said th at he likes his paper & he =Max & his =Max)) 
Max (À.X (x said th at he (~z (z likes z's paper)) & he =Max)) 
Max (À.X (x said th at x Iikes his paper & his = Max» 

#Max (~x (x said that he Iikes x's paper & he = Max» 
#Max (~x (x said that x likes x 's paper)) 

(44b) is the bound reading, which williead to the 'sloppy' construaJ of the ellipsis in (36). 
In (44c) both pronouns are covalued with Max. Both (44c) and (44d) lead to the 'strict' 
construal of the ellipsis in (36). (44e) is what we discussed in (39a), which leads to the 
construal (37) of the ellipsis. The next two construals are excluded by rule I: In both, 
c1ause (b) or rule I holds, since the lower x is bound . Hence c1ause (c) rules them out. 
(Nothing empirical hinges on (44g) being excluded, since in ellipsis contexts it would 
have led to the same interpretation as (44b). Nevertheless, this is an entailment of rule I). 

Fox (1995b) offers a different perspective on why (44f.g) are ruled out. On this view, 
the problem here is not directly with the covalualÎon of free variables, but with the 
binding of variables. This follows the spirit of a partial reformulation of rule I, which 
was proposed by Heim (1993), and which Fox reformulates again as 'rule H' , in (45) . 
This is intended lO replace only the condition B aspects of rule I. Heim and Fox assume 
that along wilh (45), one needs assume also the traditional condition C of the binding 
theory. However, Fox argues that once (45) is introduced, it accounts also for the 
problem under consideration here. 

(45) Ru/e H 
A variabie x cannot be bound by an antecedent a, if a more local antecedent 
13 could bind x yielding an indistinguishable interpretation . 

(44) f. #Max (~x (x said that he Iikes x 's paper & he = Max)) 
g. #Max (~x (x said th at x likes x's paper)) 

(Note that (45) assumes the standard syntactic definition of binding as identity of 
variables). On this formulation, the reason why (44f,g) are ruled out is that the lowest 
variabie x (his) is long-distance bound by the top variabie x, while the semantic 
representation that is obtained could have been obtained also if it was bound by a c10ser 
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antecedent (he) .12 Rule H is stated within the economy view of rule I, which, as 
mentioned, I also shared in the past. As explained in section 3.2. the economy principle 
that could be behind it, is "get rid of frce variables (i.e. close properties) as soon as 
possible". 

Note. first. that for (45) to apply more broadly (and not just to the configurations of 
type (44», one has 10 assume a specific view of discourse anaphora, developed in DRT. 
As stated, it appears that (45) has nothing to say on why anaphora is blocked in (46b) , 
since there are no bound variables in this representation. 

(46) a. [Max is happy ... . ] He really likes him. 
b. #He (h (x Iikes him) & (he = Max, hi/ll = Max» 

However, Heim assumes that discourse anaphora (covaluation) is also a form of variabIe 
binding. Covalued pronouns are bound by a discourse À- operator, whose argument 
(sister) is some discourse entity. On this view, him in (46) is bound to the discourse 
entry Max, which is more remote than the local antecedent (he) that could have bound 
it with indistinguishable semantic results. Hence it is ruled out. (Since the pronoun is 
also prohibited by condition B from being bound locally. this derivation has no anaphora 
construal.) 

Once this is assumed, we are back to the problem with the economy view, that I 
mentioned in section 3. (44e), repeated, turns out to violate rule H, as weIl. 

(44) e. Max (h (x said that x likes his paper & his = Max» 

The pronoun his here is discourse-bound, while the representation is indistinguishable 
from what we would have obtained had we bound it to the more local x. So the 
derivation is ruled out. But we saw that, in fact, this construal is allowed. More 
generally, as stated, rule H does not allow covaluation in sentences like Max Iikes his 
paper. This is why I concluded th at although the rational behind the economy, or 
locality, view seems reasonable, it is not the type of consideration that the human 
processor takes into account. 

In addition, rule H cannot be extended to capture the full range of condition C effects, 
for which Heim and Fox assume additional constraints. On the other hand, (44f,g), where 
rule H seems most successful, are ruled out anyway, by the vers ion of rule I presented 
here. The locality effects illustrated in (44f,g) are, thus, an entailment of rule I, rather 
than an independent condition. 

5. The psychological reality of mie I 

Let us return now to the question whether covaluation is governed by syntactic princi
pIes, or by an interface strategy like that formulated in rule I. Recall, first, that with the 

12 The localily solulion to the problem of this section has also been proposed under different 
formulations by Ben-Shalom (1996) and, according to Fox, by Kehler (1993) . 
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present definitions of binding and covaluation. it is possible to unify condition C and the 
covaluation residue of condition B. while also improving their empirical coverage. The 
modified condition C and rule I are repeated for the comparison . 

(19) Modified condition cr ovaluation) . 
ex and 13 cannot be covalued in a derivation D. if 

a. ex is in a configuration to A-bind 13. and 
b. ex cannot A-bind 13 in D. 

(26) Ru/e I 
ex and 13 cannot be covalued in a derivation D, if 

a. ex is in a configuration to A-bind 13, and 
b. ex cannot A-bind 13 in D. and 
c. The covaluation interpretation is indistinguishable from what would be 

obtained if ex A-binds 13. 

On the empirical side. we saw that rule I is c10ser to capturing the facts: When coval
uation under c-command (i.e. in A-binding configuration) is distinct from binding, it is 
allowed. correctly. by rule I. However. this empirical gain appears to co me at a heavy 
cost. This is visible already in their formulation. Rule I. at least as presented here, just 
adds a further c1ause to condition C. But the major cost is in terms of processing: The 
computation involved in assessing covaluation by rule I is highly complex, as we saw. 
It requires constructing a reference-set which includes a comparison-representation, and 
then assessing the semantic relations between the two representations. The syntactic 
condition. by contrast, requires much simpier computation . Furthermore, the empirical 
gap between the two approaches is not gigantic . In most cases, they yield, by definition , 
the same result. difTering only in the complex contexts we observed. Under the present 
formulation. condition C captures also the anaphora in ellipsis contexts discussed in 
section 4. The difference will show up again only in the cases where covaluation is 
distinct from binding. di scussed for these contexts in Fox (1995b). 

Even in contexts where covaluation is distinct from binding, the use of covaluation 
which goes against condition C is not the most common choice. Except for identity 
contexts (like He is Max) , speakers often prefer using an ambiguous derivation, rat her 
than using this option. E.g. though (32a) is possible, as we saw, (47) may be, in practice, 
the preferred option for expressing the same content. This is so despite the fact th at (47) 
is ambiguous bet ween the two readings observed in (32c,d), while (32a) has only the 
desired reading (32c). 

(32) a. Only he (himself) still thinks that Max is a genius. 

Cova/uation: 
b. Max (.\x (only he (Á,y (y thinks x is a genius» & (he =Max» 
c. Max (.\x (only x (Ày (y thinks x is a genius) (he = x) 
d. Binding comparison: Max (Àx (only x (Ày (y thinks y is a genius)))) 
e. (d) is not equivalent to (b.c), hence (b,c) are allowed. 

(47) Only Max (himselt) still thinks that he is a genius . 
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On theoretical grounds, it would not be unreasonable, under these circumstances, to 
dismiss the empirical differences between the two approaches, at least for the time being, 
and opt for the syntactic approach. which looks less costly. This, indeed. is the line taken 
by many researchers. 

Nevertheless. there is much stronger empirical evidence that a complex strategy, rather 
than a mechanical syntactic rule is at work here. As just noted, rule I entails that 
computational complexity is involved in derivations of the type we have been consider
ing, hence one may expect a visible processing cost. (Reinhart (1995) argues that, more 
generally. whenever an interface strategy based on reference-set computation is at work, 
there should be evidence ror a processing cost.)u This got unexpectedly confirmed in 
studies of the acquisition of anaphora. 

Let us, first. recall which steps in rule I involve a processing complexity. If either 
clause (a) or clause (b) do not hold, the assessment ends here, with nothing complex 
about it. E.g. we saw that in (48) (=(27», clause (a) is not met, hence nothing could 
preclude covaluation. In (49) (=(23», clause (b) does not hold, since binding could have 
applied. Hence, anaphora is permitted, whether it is construed as binding. or as covaluat
ion . 

(48) Max's mother loves him (he = Max) . 

(49) Max loves his mother. 

But if both (a) and (b) hold, assessment must go through clause (c), which is the costly 
step. These are all and only the derivations that violate the syntactic condition C. as 
modified in (19). 

(50) She said we should invite Lucie. 

(51) Max admires him. 

(32) Only he (himself) still thinks th at Max is a genius. 

In these cases, a comparison representation must be constructed and compared to the 
intended covaluation representation. In terms of processing, it does not matter whether 
the final verdict of rule I is 'allow' , as in (32), or 'disallow' as in (50, 51). In both cases, 
the decision requires a complex procedure. 

This, then. is the crucial ditTerence bet ween condition C and rule I. Condition C 
requires precisely the same steps in computing covaluation in (48)-(49) and in (50)-(51). 
while for rule I, computing the second is a much more complex enterprise than comput
ing the first. If there is empirical evidence that the second involves indeed a processing 
difficulty absent from the first. this is evidence ror rule I. 

Returning to acquisition, it turns out that children consistently fail on tasks involving 
step (c) of rule I, and only on those tasks. Many repeated studies have shown that 

13 Note that the shift I made here from viewing rule I as an economy principle to a different sol1 
of (cooperation) strategy does not effect the processing complexity of the procedure. Under either 
view. two representations must be compared. 
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children's performance on anaphora in (48) and (49) parallels more or less that of adults . 
But in the cases of (50-5 I), they perform at chance level, i.e. guessing, even when the 
results of individual children are considered. (For a survey of the findings, and referenc
es, see Grodzinsky and Reinhart (1993).) Sentences like (32) were not studied. However, 
the theoretical expectation, if rule I is at work, is that children would have the same 
difficulties with (32). More generally, that they will have the same difficulty with 
interpretations ruled in or ruled out by c1ause (c) of rule I. Other studies (starting with 
Wexler and Chien (1991» show that the problem arises only with covaluation construais. 
When anaphora could only mean binding (e .g. with quantified antecedents), children do 
not make these mistakes. 

Grodzinky and Reinhart (1993) argue that it is impossible to explain these results in 
the syntactic approach, particularly not the individual guessing pattern, which is rarely 
found in other cases, and which cannot be expected when a child does not know a rule. 
But these findings follow if rule I is at work. The processing load posed by c1ause (c) of 
rule I is greater than children can execute. Assuming that rule I is innate, they know 
exactly what they have to do, and try to comply. When the execution gets stuck, they 
resort to a guess . In personal communication, researchers often report that children are 
visibly busy with computing in these cases, which is witnessed by facial expressions and 
a longer response time. 

The processing cost of c1ause (c) of rule I may explain also why, in practice, adults as 
weil don't opt ror it too easily. (47) is of ten preferred over (32), since constructing and 
comparing representations in a reference-set is a high cost to pay for avoiding ambiguity. 
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